» RELATED MAJOR SKILLS
  Attention to Detail
  Make Critical Observations
  Organize, Analyze & Interpret Data
  Proficiency in Communicating Mathematical Ideas
  Solve Quantitative Problems
  Understand Both Concrete & Abstract Problems

» RESOURCES IN THE LIBRARY:
  Expanding Your Horizons in Science and Mathematics
  101 Careers in Mathematics
  Great Jobs for Math Majors

» PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS:
  American Academy of Actuaries
  American Mathematical Society
  American Statistical Association
  The Mathematical Association of America
  Institute of Mathematical Statistics
  Society for Industrial & Applied Mathematics
  Society of Actuaries
  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

» JOB & INTERNSHIP SEARCH SITES:
  Math Jobs.com
  Math Jobs.org
  Job Postings for Statisticians
  Insurance Jobs
  MAA—Jobs
  Physical Sciences/Math Jobs
  Riley Guide—Math & Statistics Jobs

» CAREER INFORMATION SITES:
  Careers in Math
  MAA—Math Careers
  Career Resources for Statisticians
  SIAM—Careers in Applied Mathematics
  Mathematics Career Bulletin Board
» Aetna Life Insurance Company Internships
» Altus Power Management Analysis Intern
» AT&T Finance Intern
» Buy USA.gov: U.S. Commercial Services
» Connecticut Technology Council
» First Investors Internship Program
» ING Financial Partners
» Maffe Financial Group
» Northeast Utilities
» Northwest Mutual Internship Program
» Prudential Financial
» Scottrade Internships
» State of Connecticut Council on Environmental Quality
» Symmetry Partners
» The Hartford
» The Phoenix Life and Annuity Company
» Travelers Insurance: Actuarial Internship
» UBS Financial Services
» United Technologies Company
» Wahlstrom Group

RESOURCES FOR CAREERS & INTERNSHIPS:
easternct-csm.symplicity.com
indeed.com
internhere.com
internships.com
simplyhired.com

*The above is only a sampling of the myriad of internships available. Contact the Center for Internships and Career Development for more info.